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Hamjambo WCK members
Our planet is amazing. Imagine finding species
like the discovery of the sawsharks recently.
Imagine you swimming and discovering something that you thought was nothing unusual and
then turns out to be an exciting discovery. You
are the future explorers, so learn what you can
now and never stop.
But on the other hand, there’s the horrible illegal
trade in wildlife that must come to an end. Again,
you play an important part in saying NO to this.
Like Rebecca Naisimoi the Maasai girl inspiring
her community to fighting climate change.
May you keep our Earth healthy and discover
amazing stuff on it.

Rupi,

Editor

“CLIMATE CHANGE ON WILDLIFE & HABITATS”
2019/2020 THEME

WCK Objectives
●●To spread interest and knowledge
about
wildlife
and
environmental
conservation among the youth of Kenya
in particular and East Africa.
●● To increase awareness of the great
economic, cultural and aesthetic value of
natural resources.
●●To develop a better understanding of
the need to conserve natural resources
for the benefit of the nation and its people.

WCK Club benefits
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

3 issues of Komba-WCK magazine
Reduced fee to KWS Kenya National Parks & Reserves
Free lectures and video/slide shows
Borrow Wildlife Video Films at reduced rates
Students’ half rate accommodation at WCK hostels
WCK roadshows by the Mobile Education Unit
The opportunity to help conserve wildlife
The opportunity to win prizes in WCK competitions

●● Special accommodation rates for associate members

Reminder: Renew your membership at the start
of the year!
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Cover photo: Pliotrema kajae, as it might look
swimming in the subtropical waters of the western
Indian Ocean. Photo courtesy of © Simon Weigmann,

Elasmobranch Research Laboratory , Hamburg, Germany.

WCK Motto: Learn to conserve for a better tomorrow
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The Ball Python
In Kenya, we have the Bush python and the Coast python. West Africa has the Ball python.
ball when stressed or frightened. It

physically dug out from burrows,

is also untrue that the Ball python

stuffed into sacks often filled with

requires little care and so it’s easy

other snakes that can result in

to keep as a pet.

distress, injury, death and dis-

Wild animals, poached from their
natural habitat or bred in captivity,
are usually put in cramped cages
under dirty conditions, creating a
dangerous hotbed of disease. This
Ball python with a handler.
Unfortunately it is Africa’s most
legally traded live animal for the
exotic pet trade according to the
World Animal Protection.

also causes them a lot of suffering.

Bullets on Ball Python

ease.
• Tens of millions of exotic pets like
cheetah cubs, grey parrots, fish
and countless others are thought
to be in homes around the world.
• Reptiles amount to 51% of the
almost 9 million exotic pets in US
homes alone.

• 99% of all Ball python global im-

• Ball pythons have requirements

ports originate from only three

that cannot be met in captivity –

West African countries: Togo,

like the ability to extend to the full

Benin and Ghana.

length of their bodies.

People think that snakes have no

• Ball python ‘ranching’ in West

• The only place where these be-

feelings but that is untrue. The Ball

Africa is of pythons caught from

havioural and biological needs

python actually curls up into a tight

the wild which means them being

can be fully met is in the wild.

Diseases and Wild Pets

The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease
caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. It is a pandemic that’s
gone viral across the world.
The source of the coronavirus is

China and Vietnam have banned

believed to be a “wet market” in

people from eating land-based wild

Wuhan, China which sold both

animals in their countries because

dead and live animals including fish

of COVID 19. But this ban does not

and birds.

include keeping exotic pets and

Such markets are where viruses
can jump from wild animals to

using wild animals in traditional
medicine.

humans because hygiene stan-

A permanent ban on all wildlife

dards are often dirty, especially

trade is the only long-term answer

where live animals are being kept

to stop such health epidemics from

and butchered on site. Typically,

happening again and eventually

they are also densely packed allow-

save the African Wildlife.

ing disease to spread from species
to species.

World Animal Protection is working
towards a world where animals live
free from suffering.

KEEPING CLEAN OF COVID-19
• The virus is spread via droplets
when a person coughs or sneezes. The droplets land on surfaces
and are picked up on the hands
of others and spread further.
People catch the virus when they
touch their infected hands to their
mouth, nose or eyes.
• The single most important thing
you can do to protect yourself is
keep your hands clean by washing
them often with soap and water
or a hand sanitising gel.
• Also do not crowd, shake hands or
hug anyone – keep your distance
in public spaces – like at least two
metres or 6.5 feet.

Please stay safe

Log on www.worldanimalprotection.or.ke/ and join hands with it to make this happen.
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WCK Corporate Members
AAR - Holdings
Access Kenya
Giraffe Manor Ltd.
African Line Biuro Trekingowe
Across Africa Safaris Ltd
A. F. E. W. Kenya
Air Kenya Aviation Ltd
Bata Shoe Company
Block Hotels Ltd., Nairobi
Born Free Foundation
CFBT Education Services
Coca-Cola (EA) Ltd., Nairobi
Copy Cat Ltd., Nairobi
D. T. Dobie Co. Ltd., Nairobi
Education Insight
Express (K) Ltd., Nairobi
Firestone (EA) Ltd.
Friends of Conservation
Glaxo Wellcome (K) Ltd.
Karen Country Club
Kenya Aerotech Ltd.
Kenya Wildlife Service
Kenya Wine Agencies Ltd.
Kenya Prison Services
Ker & Downey Safaris
Kilimanjaro Safari Club
Kodak (K) Ltd
Land and Life Ltd
Let’s Go Travel Ltd.
Lloyd Masika Ltd.
Magadi Soda Co. Ltd., Magadi
Muli & Ole Kina Advoicates, Malindi
Nairobi Upperhill Hotel
Newent Community School
Norfolk Hotel, Nairobi
Oserian Development Co. Ltd.
Panafrican Paper Mills (EA) Ltd., Nairobi
Pandhal Harjeet Singh & Sons Ltd
Safari Seekers (K) Ltd., Nairobi
Sameer Investments Ltd.
Sarova Hotels Ltd., Nairobi
Serena Lodges & Hotels
Text Book Centre Ltd., Nairobi
Unilever (K) Ltd.
United Touring Co. Ltd., Nairobi
Wildlife Safari (K) Ltd
World Wide Fund for Nature
Wonder Foods Ltd
Yare Camel Club and Camps

WCK HOSTEL CHARGES
LANGATA & MOMBASA
●● Wildlife club student members - Ksh 300
●● Adult members - Ksh 500
●● Non-member student - Ksh 500
●● Non-member adults - Ksh 700
●● Registered group - per adult - Ksh 600
●● Registered group - per student - Ksh 400
●● East Africans student member Wildlife Clubs of
Uganda & Malihai Clubs of Tanzania - Ksh 500
●● East Africans adult member WCU & Malihai Clubs
of Tanzania - Ksh 600
●● East Africans non-members - Ksh 800
●● Deposit of Ksh. 2000 forfeited if the group does
not come
●● Booking Ksh 500 with Ksh 300 refundable when
the kitchen and utensils are cleaned
●● Foreigners Ksh 1000
HALL HIRE
●● WCK members - Ksh 5000 per day
●● Non-members - Ksh 10000 per day
CAMPING
●● Members - Ksh 200
●● Non-members - Ksh 250
NAKURU AND KISUMU
●● WCK member - Ksh 200
●● Non members - Ksh 250
●● Foreigners - Ksh 1000
●● E. Africans - Ksh 600
NAKURU GUEST HOUSE
●● Adult - Ksh 1250
●● Children - Ksh 600
MOMBASA COTTAGES
●● Singles (non-member) Ksh 2000
●● Singles (member) Ksh 1500
●● Doubles (non-member) Ksh 3000
●● Doubles (member) Ksh 2000
●● Children Ksh 1000
Accommodation rates are per person per night
WCK ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE
●● Club
		
- Ksh 1,000
●● Associate 		
- Ksh 1,000
●● Corporate
- Ksh 10,000
●● Foreign
- US$30 / £20 / €25
●● Student membership cards
- Ksh 50
●● Patron membership card		
- Ksh 100
●● Video library subscription 		
- Ksh 200
●● Video library registration 		
- Ksh 500
Life membership
Ksh 100, 000 (One-off payment)
Lipa na Mpesa
Paybill No.: 8 8 0 6 5 4
ACCOUNT NO.: NAME OF INSTITUTION

Sawsharks
Discovered in
East Africa

A sixgill sawshark (Pliotrema annae) turned on its side, showing gills and barbels.

Photo Courtesy Ellen Barrowclift-Mahon, Marine MEGAfauna Lab, Newcastle University, UK.

Not one but TWO new species of six-gilled sawsharks found in
the Western Indian Ocean by an international team of marine Sawfish
• Are actually rays
scientists early this year.
• Grow to 7 metres
kajae and Pliotrema annae were

Difference between
Sawsharks and Sawfish

discovered

Okay, they look similar but here’s the

The newly discovered Pliotrema
during

research

investigating small-scale fisheries operating off the coasts of
Madagascar and Zanzibar.
This discovery tells us how little we
still know about life in the ocean and
our impact on ocean-life (and everything else in the sea).

8

difference:

Sawsharks

• Are much smaller and grow to
about 1.5 metres in length
• Sawsharks have gills on the side
of their heads
• They have barbels (fish “whiskers”)
• Until now, only one sixgill species
(Pliotrema warreni) was known

• Have gills on the underside of
their heads.

(See Komba 3 2015 for article on
Sawfish).

Similarities between
Sawfish and Sawshark
• They are carnivores, eat fish,
crustaceans and squid
• They use their serrated snouts to
kill their prey with quick side-toside slashes, breaking them up
into bite-sized chunks.
• Very little is known about them

Komba 1, 2020

Pliotrema kajae, as it might look swimming in the
subtropical waters of the western Indian Ocean.
Photo Courtesy: Simon Weigmann, Elasmobranch
Research Laboratory , Hamburg, Germany.

The serrated snout of a sixgill sawshark (Pliotrema annae).

Photo Courtesy Ellen Barrowclift-Mahon/Marine MEGAfauna Lab/Newcastle University, UK.
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The importance of the western
Indian Ocean for sharks
and rays

effective at catching big fish, including sharks and rays.
In 2019, this team of scientists

Small-scale fisheries employ around

reported that the number of sharks

95% of the world’s fishers and are

and rays caught were under-re-

really important for food and earn-

ported in East Africa and the nearby

ing money especially in tropical

islands. There is a real risk of

developing countries. These fish-

species going extinct before they’re

ers usually fish close to the coast

even discovered.

in some of the world’s most important biodiversity hotspots, such as
coral reefs, mangrove forests and
seagrass beds.
There is very little information available about small-scale fishers like

A selection of landed
fish – including sharks,
tuna and swordfish.

Photo Courtesy of Per Berggren,
Marine MEGA fauna Lab,
Newcastle University, UK.

What needs to be done?
Fisheries must be monitored and
managed to prevent biodiversity
loss which can be achieved by using
more sustainable fishing methods.

how many fishers there are, and

There are at least half a million

where, when and how they fish, as

small-scale fishers in East Africa

The discovery of two new sixgill

well as exactly what they catch. So

and the nearby islands using more

sawsharks also shows the value of

it makes it very difficult for govern-

than 150,000 boats. Many use

scientists working with local commu-

ments to develop management

nets – either driftnets floating at

nities. Without the participation of

programmes to ensure sustainable

the surface or gillnets, which are

fishers, the scientists may never

fishing and protect the ecosystems

anchored close to the sea floor.

have found these animals.

and livelihoods of the fishers and the

Both are cheap and catch what they

communities that depend on them.

can. Some use longlines, which are

Imagine all that you could discover
in the future – and write articles
in Komba for the next generation
to go WOW!

This article is adapted by kind
permission of lead scientists Dr Per
Berggren and Dr Andrew Temple
both from Newcastle University
UK “We’ve just discovered two
new shark species – but they may
already be threatened by fishing.”
March 18, 2020 published
in The Conversation

https://theconversation.com/

Small-scale fishers of Zanzibar attending their driftnets.

Photo Courtesy of Per Berggren, Marine MEGA fauna Lab, Newcastle University, UK.
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Termites

Their role in the Ecosystem

By Richard Kongo, Kapsabet Boys High School

When one talks about termites (Muchwa in Kiswahili), most people will think about the nasty
experiences they have had with them. Due to their wood-eating habits, many termite species
damage unprotected buildings and other wood structures. Their presence is normally unnoticed
due to their concealed behaviour. They are known as ‘silent destroyers’.

A termite mound in Kerio Valley. Photo
by Gabriel Kongo.

A termite colony. Photo by Gabriel Kongo
only 183 species (less than 6%)

Termite colonies and nesting Food
behaviour
In Kenya and other countries 43

cause damage.

A termite colony is founded by a king

species of termites are used as food

and queen who pair during nupi-

because they are rich in protein and

Termites may bite and sting us but

tal flight, mate and produce other

this is an important solution to the

the wounds are not dangerous.

colony members. A colony is made

problem of malnutrition in the less

They play a very important role in

up of workers and soldiers including

developed countries.

the ecosystem.

termites that will reproduce.

Termites are often called white ants

Most termites communicate by

Termites play a very important role

yet they aren’t ants. Termites share

chemical (pheromones) and

in the forest ecology as decompos-

the same order with that of cock-

mechanical (vibrations) means. This

ers. They help to decompose dead

roaches having evolved from the

is due to the fact they are blind apart

trees and turn them back into fertile

same ancestor.

from Kings and Queens who have

soil and they also recycle animal

small weak eyes.

dung including that of elephants.

Out of the 3106 termites’ species,
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Earth’s Decomposers
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Male roan antelope
(Hippotragus equinus equinus)
Picture by Charles J. Sharp
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Sustaining all Life on Earth
World Wildlife Day Celebrations 2020
By Emmanuel Wanyonyi Situma

Held on 3rd March 2020, at Ruma

National Park that is the only

ture, charcoal production and in-

National Park, Homabay County

home on this planet for the threat-

frastructural development.

ened Roan antelope (Hippotragus
The United Nations General

equinus).

Assembly on 20th December 2013

Possible solutions
• Creation of more protected areas

marked every 3rd March from then

The population of the handsome

such as a Roan Sanctuary within

on as the World Wildlife Day to raise

antelope is reducing fast. In 2008

Ruma National Park.

awareness about the world’s wild

there were 56, but today there

• Improvement of livelihoods of

fauna and flora and celebrate it.

are 40 and not easy to see on a

communities living around the

game drive.

park to reduce pressure in that

The day also encourages the fight

ecosystem.

against wildlife crime and loss of

Ruma National Park

species in line with Sustainable

120 square kilometres

pathways that are within the park

Threats to the Roan antelope

to avoid disturbance and seal

Development Goal 15 which focuses
on halting biodiversity loss.
WCK Kisumu participated in the
national celebrations held at Ruma

• Poaching
• Habitat loss resulting from human activities such as agricul-

• Diversion of public roads and

loop holes that can be used for
poaching.
• Conservation education.

Our Wildlife, Our heritage

The West Pokot County Wildlife and Tourism Summit
Attended by: Tourism and Heritage

The day provided an opportunity

ministry West Pokot County and

to increase knowledge about wild-

NEMA West Pokot County

life and its benefits to humans. For

High Schools: Propoi girls, Holy
Rosary girls, Kamito boys, St
Cecilia girls, Chepereria, Karas,
Cheporniswo, Karenger boys, St
Elizabeth Morpus girls, Keringet

Celebrations at Ortum Boys High
mixed, Holy cross Kacheliba, Holy
School during the wildlife and tourism
Trinity girls, St. Bridgid’s girls,
summit.
Kimini, St Joseph’s girls, Kitale,
By Emmanuel Wanyonyi Situma
Organized by WCK Kisumu and
the North Rift Action Group at

about the beaver, ELCK Seker gave
a presentation on the zebra, Kamito
boys secondary school spoke about
the python, St; Cecilia girls about
the hyrax, St . Brigid’s on the honey
badger while Sirende school talked
of the threats to the lion.

St Stephens Laikong girls and

The modeling competition was

Teremi boys.

colorful showing cultural fashion

Ortum Boys High School on 8th

There were lots of discussions

February 2020.

about wildlife, tourism and the
environment.

Komba 1, 2020

example St Joseph’s girls talked

and participants were judged on
their knowledge about wildlife and
tourism in West Pokot and Kenya
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Going Green

in Taita Taveta County

Taita Apalis. Photo by Luca Borghesio
By Tsofa Mweni

Date: 7th March
It was a clear and sunny morning on
the slopes of Taita Hills at Mwatate
but became increasingly cold as

This tiny song bird is only found

ing chairperson Mr. Gaspar who

in the few patches of indigenous

is a very active patron at Kalela

forest remaining on the peaks of

Primary in Voi.

the hills (in an area that is two

we drove uphill passing the gran-

The WCK members joined by locals

ite-faced cliffs of Dembwa, Josa

marched to town, stopping often

and Mbengonyi before reaching

to talk about the theme, ‘Save the

Wundanyi.

earth, to save ourselves, lets plant

At Wundanyi WCK students and

14

her team. She introduced the incom-

trees’.

patrons were ready at the County

WCK members were encouraged to

hall for the annual tree planting festi-

plant both fruit and indigenous trees

val organized by the chairperson of

to promote butterfly and bird diver-

the Taita Taveta WCK Action group,

sity, especially of the very rare

Esther Mkaiwawi Mwanyumba and

endemic bird called Taita apalis.

square kilometres). There are
fewer than 150 that exist today
and the numbers are declining
unless there is serious effort to
conserve their habitat.
The Chief Guest and his team
pledged to support WCK and
donated Ksh10, 000.00 to the Action
Group to support its activities.
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Outdoor learning

By George Njagi – Special Projects Manager, Wildlife Clubs of Kenya.

Wildlife Clubs of Kenya hosted a patrons workshop in February
at the WCK Headquarters for two days. The theme for the
workshop was “Linking Knowledge with actions for sustainable development’.

Students learning in nature

Benefits of outdoor learning
• Enhances communication skills
• Increases physical health
• Enhances mental and spiritual
health
• Enhances awareness
• Develops the ability to assert perWCK patrons at the training workshop.

The teachers visited the Nairobi
Safari Walk to brainstorm on how
they could use such a facility to
teach beyond the four walls of the
class room. Outdoor learning is
more memorable and stimulating .
It pushes beyond their comfort zone

sonal control
• Develops self- esteem to take personal responsibility, co-operate with
and respect the needs of others
• Helps one to understand the need
for sustainable relationships between people and their environment
• Enhances practical problem solving
and team work skills.

Dear Members,
Receive Komba greetings.
At the Wildlife Clubs of Kenya
(WCK) we are fully committed
to the health and safety of our
employees and members and for
this reason we have responded to
the Government directives by scaling down on day to day operations,
decongesting the organisation’s
premises and enabling staff to
work from home and to hold
virtual meetings.
This means that the WCK Team is
mostly working from home for the
time being. We are still working on
our many activities; however there
are some things we are not able to
do at the moment, including:
• School Outreach Programmes
• Ecology Programmes
• Mobile Education Unity (MEU)
Teachers’ workshops are continuing virtually and resource material
production is still going on.
Membership support is available. For anything we can assist
with please contact: Winnie:
072278295/winniendwiga@wildlifeclubsofkenya.org
All the best,
Dr Margaret Otieno,
National Coordinator

to cope with new challenges and
develop skills to overcome them.
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Male
Sable
Antelope
Picture by Charles J. Sharp
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Conservation
at Mara Siana Conservancy
By Gabriel Ngale, WCK Outreach Education Officer

In December 2019, l visited Mara Siana Conservancy and Enkaretoni CBO.
Mara Siana is one of the 15 wildlife conservancies neighbouring the
magnificent Masai Mara National
Reserve. Mara Siana Conservancy
was started in 2015 when 1200
landowners of the subdivided Siana
Group Ranch each set aside 6.5
acres for the conservancy. With
11,000 acres it has 16 rangers.
By setting aside land for wildlife, the
Mara Siana Community is reaping
from tourism with five lodges that
employ local staff.
Mara Siana is both for wildlife conservation and for improving the quality
Gabriel demonstrates to Mara Siana rangers how to make briquettes as an
alternative to firewood.

18

of life and culture of the Maasai
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which today includes handling the

16 Mara Siana Conservancy rang-

effects of climate change.

ers and 54 youngsters attended the

New Challenges

program.

The Maasai today are faced with
land ownership which includes
fencing their land, new settlements,
climate change, habitat degradation,
pollution and poor waste management, loss of culture, human-wildlife
conflict and lack of natural resource
management.
“We hope the WCK Education for
Sustainable Development training
program continues so that it can
train all the schools, rangers and
community groups in wildlife and
environment conservation’’ said
Moses Sikona, chairman of Mara
Siana Conservancy Land Owners
and Enkaretoni CBO.

Gabriel with the youth during training.

“

Mara Siana is one
of the 15 wildlife
conservancies
neighbouring
the magnificent
Masai Mara
National Reserve.

Mara Siana rangers practice
how to make briquettes.

Komba 1, 2020
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Hope
for

African Rhinos

Update from International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) in March 2020

South-western Black Rhino.
Photo © Dave Ham

As of 2020 the African Black Rhino is Critically Endangered, but its population is slowly
increasing due to conservation efforts fighting threats like poaching.
Between 2012 and 2018, black

Here they are:

and Swaziland. In 1980 the popu-

Rhino (Diceros bicornis) numbers

The South-western Black Rhino

lation was 9,000. That’s down by

across Africa increased from 4,845

(D. b. bicornis) - It has increased

90% today.

to 5,630 animals in the wild and

over the last three generations. In

hopefully will keep increasing.

2010 there were almost 2000. It’s

Why?
Because of law enforcement including moving selected rhinos from

southern Angola and introduced to
South Africa.

strong populations to new locations

The South-eastern Black Rhino

to keep populations increasing.

(D. b. minor) - Today its strong-

Did you know that there are three
surviving subspecies of Black Rhino?

20

found in northern Namibia and

Eastern Black Rhino (D. b.
michaeli) - Found in Kenya and
Tanzania. Population today is
about 700.
Africa’s White Rhino. There is one
surviving subspecies in the wild

hold population is in northeastern
South Africa, some in Zimbabwe
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where rhinos are found, private landowners and communities involved
in conservation, have reported that
poaching has declined.
In 2015, 1,349 rhinos were found
poached – that’s like killing 3.7
rhinos every day.
Good news. This has decreased
every year since. In 2018, there
were 892 rhinos poached – like 2.4
African rhinos every day, or one
every ten hours.

Money for Security
It needs a lot of money to keep
rhinos safe.
In southern Africa, live rhinos are

Black Rhino moving towards camera.
Photo © Dave Ham

Southern

White

bought and sold at an auction. But

Rhino

(Ceratotherium simum simum) most plentiful . Nearly all killed at
the start of 20th century in South
Africa, the government and scientists got serious about saving it.
Numbers increased from a handful
to more than 20,000. But, they have
reduced by 15% between 2012 and
2017 from about 21,300 to 18,000
White rhino

due to a lot of poaching in South
Africa’s Kruger National Park, home
to the world’s largest White Rhino
population.

planet are at Ol Pejeta Conservancy
in Kenya. They are the mother and
daughter duo – Fatu and Najin. Vets

Northern White Rhino (C. s.

are working 24/7 towards artificial

cottoni) - Critically Endangered

insemination from sperm collected

and believed to be extinct in the

from the last northern male rhinos

wild. It has larger horns than the

before they died.

black rhino. By about 1990 they
were wiped out in Uganda, Chad,
Sudan, the Central African Republic,
and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. The last two alive on the
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Poaching
Poaching African rhinos to supply
the illegal international rhino horn
trade is the main threat to the two

where sale prices have decreased
over the last decade private landowners and communities are not
keen to keep rhinos. Around half
of White Rhinos and close to 40%
of Black Rhinos are on private or
community managed land.
The IUCN Red List now includes
116,177 species of which 31,030 are
threatened with extinction.

species. However in countries
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A tribute to Eagles of Kenya
I like all birds but my favorite are, without a doubt, the birds of prey which are also called raptors. And
among raptors, there are none I enjoy watching more than the eagles. Eagles are the absolute kings (or
should I say queens, since the females are bigger) of the sky. They are powerful apex predators that play
a crucial role in keeping our ecosystems healthy. Raptors in general are top predators, but eagles are
the top of the top.
By Sidney Shema

Eagles belong to the Accipitridae

types of prey. Some species will

family, together with hawks, kites,

opportunistically take inverte-

Old World vultures and several

brates like insects, but all eagles are

other diurnal raptors. There are

primarily predators of vertebrates

numerous eagle species on earth,

(mammals, birds, reptiles, amphib-

each adapted to hunting certain

ians and fish).

A juvenile Ayres’s Hawk
Eagle at the University of
Nairobi’s Upper Kabete
Field Station
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African fish eagle
With 22 species recorded, Kenya is

Ayres’s Hawk Eagle

(Haliaeetus vocifer). This supreme

one of the world’s most eagle-rich

In Kenya’s moister and denser

hunter of fish belongs to an elite

countries. To put this into context,

woodlands, you can find the small

group of very successful eagles

the entire North American continent,

but compact Ayres’s Hawk Eagle

known as the Sea Eagles or Fish

for example, only has two species:

(Hieraaetus ayresii) - bird hunter

Eagles (subfamily Haliaeetinae).

the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leuco-

extraordinaire. They are particularly

They include some of the larg-

cephalus) and Golden Eagle (Aquila

fond of doves and other birds of simi-

est eagles on the planet, such as

chrysaetos). This richness of eagle

lar size. My personal observation is

Steller’s Sea Eagle (Haliaeetus

species is an indicator of Kenya’s

that this eagle is doing quite well in

pelagicus) and the White-tailed

overall wildlife richness.

Kenya. I see it frequently in many

Eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla). The

parts of the country (but maybe I’m

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucoceph-

Let’s take a closer look at some
just lucky).
of the magnificent eagles that
can be seen in Kenya.
African Fish Eagle

The most famous and iconic eagle
in Africa is the African Fish Eagle
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alus), national emblem of the USA,
also belongs to this group. These
eagles are uniquely adapted to hunting fish, but also hunt other prey
such as waterbirds (ducks, herons,
flamingos).
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Brown snake eagle (Circaetus cinereus) Photo by Bernard DUPONT

Snake Eagles
S n a ke

Eagles

(s u b f a m i l y

Circaetinae) are another group
of eagles that are adapted to a
particular diet. They are snake
hunters par excellence. Their
feet are small with needle sharp
talons while their leg muscles are
large and strong. This gives them
a strong grip. The Black-chested
Snake Eagle (Circaetus pectoralis), one of the commonest Snake
Eagles in Kenya.

Brown Snake Eagles
Brown Snake Eagles (Circaetus
cinereus) are fairly widespread

Bateleur Eagle

in Kenya’s dryer savannas and

The most unmistakable Snake Eagle

are especially fond of areas with

in Kenya is the Bateleur (Terathopius

baobab trees.

ecaudatus). ‘Bateleur’ derives from

Black-chested Snake
Eagle on a power
line in Narok.

a French word that refers to a street

24
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Bateleur Eagle

performer or tightrope walker - a
reference to this bird’s unique way of
gliding while tilting from side to side

Threatened by

Check out my blog, ‘NDEGE

like someone walking on a tightrope.

Electrocution on power lines is one

WETU: A Tribute to the Birds of

Its behavior is also unique among

of the biggest threats to eagles

Kenya’ on the ShotsByShema

Snake Eagles because it also feeds

in Kenya. Retrofitting with plastic

blog (www.shotsbyshema.com).

on carrion. This habit, to scavenge

hoods for example can make elec-

Feel free to visit the blog to read

on carcasses makes the Martial

tricity lines safer for wildlife and

the rest of the episodes of the

and the Tawny Eagle, exposed to

save money by preventing blackouts

NDEGE WETU series.

poisoning. Other Snake Eagles

associated with bird/wildlife elec-

known in Kenya are the Western

trocution. Making Kenya’s power

Banded Snake Eagle (Circaetus

grid safer for wildlife should
be among the major conservation priorities as the country
develops.

cinerascens), Southern Banded
Snake Eagle (Circaetus fasciolatus),
Beaudouin’s Snake Eagle (Circaetus
beaudouini) and Short-toed Snake
Eagle (Circaetus gallicus).
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You can also follow
ShotsByShema on Instagram
(@ShotsByShema) and
Facebook (ShotsByShema –
Untamed Photography) to keep
up to date with what’s new.
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THE ROUGH-LEAVED SHEPHERD’S

TREE SAFARI
Fact Sheet 10

Scientific name: Boscia angustifolia
Family: Capparaceae (the caper family)

When you visit the semi- arid areas of Kenya, look out for the Shepherd’s Tree. With its
easy to spot. All six species of Shepherd’s Tree, found in Kenya, are very tough and can g
and shepherds herding their animals, are grateful for the cool shade they provide - that’
TREE BEHAVIOUR

The Rough-leaved
Shepherd’s Tree’s
scientific specific
name: angustifolia,
means ‘narrow leaved’.
Trees use their leaves
to convert sunlight
into food, so you would
think they would want
their leaves to be as
big as possible. But
leaves lose water
through evaporation,
during the hot part
of the day. That’s
why trees, like the
Shepherd’s Tree,
which grow in dry, hot
areas, usually have
small leaves with thick
skins to stop water
escaping.

Have a look at the leaves
on the trees growing near
you. What does their shape
and size tell you about the
tree?
26

TREES AND ANIMALS

The Shepherd’s Tre
birds. The noise und
flowers. Giraffes lik
Shepherd’s Tree - p
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HERD’S TREE

Other local names: Oloireroi (Maasai),
Lororoi (Samburu), Mulete (Kamba),
Likwon (Pokot), Emejen (Turkana).

e. With its pale grey bark, bushy canopy and small blue-green leaves (no thorns!) it is
h and can grow in dry and hot places and in poor soil. People walking in the heat of day,
ide - that’s probably how they got their name.
TREES AND PEOPLE

Traditional healers
use the Shepherd
Tree’s bark and leaves
to cure malaria,
stomach aches,
back ache and eye
infections.
Its fruits and seeds
can be eaten, after
cooking. In Ethiopia
the bark is used to
sweeten milk.
In the highlands
of Laikipia people
consider the
Shepherd’s Tree to
be sacred. No one is
allowed to cut it, or
even to use its dead
wood. Its good that
the tree is protected
because its difficult
to grow from seed
and its hard to spot a
young tree.

LS

herd’s Tree is full of life. It is a favourite nesting site for colonies of weaver
e noise under the tree can be deafening! Bees visit the tree to feed on its
iraffes like to browse on its leaves. You often see termite mounds underneath a
s Tree - perhaps they appreciate the shade?
by Harriet Matsaert, reesafari@gmail.com
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Climate change activists

We have to keep Planet Earth cool for all – meaning plants, oceans, wildlife, rivers, lakes, us - to be healthy.
Meet one young climate activist working on that.
~Rebecca Naisimoi~
to the local Member of Parliament,
who responded that he would
represent her cause to the government. Rebecca has continued this
work at her high school where she
has discussed with her teachers,
staff and the hundred and twenty
students on the issues.
Rebecca is in Form 3 and wants
to be a veterinarian and work with
elephants.
This is part of her winning answers
she submitted in a competition to
be an Ashoka Junior Fellow. Read
more about Ashoka on the website
www.ashoka.org.
Change makers are problem
solvers. They are motivated, solution-oriented, and resilient.

Problem: What problem are
you trying to solve through
your initiative?
I am addressing climate change and

Rebecca Naisimoi

Until recently, Maasai girls were rarely sent to school and most
married off by the time they were 13 or 14 years old.
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Rebecca Naisimoi living close to

This term her project was on climate

Amboseli National Park has been

change. While on term break she

sponsored by Amboseli Trust for

taught the members of her commu-

Elephants (ATE) since primary

nity the importance of maintaining

school, starting in 2014. She is at

a healthy environment. Rebecca

Tembea High School supported by

prepared a petition for everyone

Bead for Education.

to sign and presented the petition

environmental degradation in Kenya

Solution: What is your solution? How did you arrive at
your “a-ha” moment?
My goal is to teach as many people
as I can about environmental
consciousness so that everyone is
caring for our land, water and air.
My defining moment was when I
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learned about protecting the envi-

started her work near my home

ronment at my high school and

before I was born.

realized that my own family, commu-

every elephant in Amboseli National

nity, nation and the world are

Park. Her books list every elephant

destroying the environment due to

family including their names,

lack of knowledge.

ages and families. When I am in

She knows

Amboseli National Park

the park I always hope to see her
AND

Seeing my mother cry when
our goats and sheep died
during another drought – two
years in a row 2016 and 2017.
She screamed, “How will we
live – what will we eat?”

favorite elephants. Cynthia’s work
is not only famous in Amboseli but
worldwide with the longest study of
elephants in the wild.
In primary school I learned about the
late Wangari Maathai, founder of the

Elephants of Amboseli with
Green Belt movement to plant trees Kilimanjaro.

Talking with the elders they say

all over Kenya. Not only did I admire

traditionally drought comes every

her efforts to plant millions of trees

seven years but in my short life

but her strength and courage in the

time it seems to come every two or

face of so many obstacles.

three years. This has killed livestock
and starved many people and our
precious wildlife.

Why do you care?

What drove you to create your
own initiative versus joining
one that already exists?
I don’t know any local groups work-

I care because I don’t like being

ing on this issue. Environmental

hungry. I care because I hate seeing

issues are not emphasized in the

my mother crying and afraid. I care

Kenyan curriculum. I felt it was my

because my community and even

responsibility to start this project. Map of Amboseli National Park

the country face the same issues.

My teachers and the director of

I care because poverty limits my

Tembea Academy Girls School and

education.

Debbie Rooney of BEADS were Size: 392 square kilometres
very supportive.

If we could fix climate change my

The Maasai called it Empusel mean-

How do you know that you’re ing ‘salty, dusty place’. It’s rich in
wildlife with a dry lake bed that only
prosperous again with our lives on the right track?
family and community would be

being supported by our livestock –

When the men in my community fills during the rains, dusty plains,

the Maasai wealth depends on our

listen to me. It is not usual for such acacia woodlands, grassland and

livestock.

to happen to young girls like me. swamps. It has over 400 species of
And when Cynthia Moss recom- birds. Until the 1970s, it had black

Who did you admire most mended me for Yale Young African rhinos until they were all poached.
when you were little?
Go and explore this amazing park
Scholars leadership program.
I admired Cynthia Moss, the founder

to discover it for yourself.

of Amboseli Trust for Elephants. She
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The Death of the Sable Antelope
By Tsofa Mweni, WCK Head of Region, Coast

We nearly missed it!
But for the birds overhead
Soaring and flying above
Their eyes trained on one spot
Giving us the hint
Of the dead sable antelope
That lay
In the deep bushes.
We drove and parked with care
And strode with some haste
Led by a pungent stench
A disturbing acrid whiff
And a buzz of feasting green flies
There lay dead
A huge sable antelope.

Lying on her side
Belly swollen with death
They said it’s called rigor mortis
Her tummy ripped and torn
With entrails and guts protruding
By ferocious hungry hyenas
Now waiting for dusk to set
To arise and have a buffet
On the putrid festering body.
And we stood there-still
Eyes transfixed on the carcass
Whose eyes were a green liquid
As flies and worms had their fill
To them it was a field to feast
I shuddered at the sight
They seldom realised.
To think of her last fight
With a troop of hungry hyenas
Wide snarls exposing yellow teeth
That mauled the sable antelope.
Tearful eyes that never winked
Remorseful eyes that haunted me
Her antlers now antiques
For a fight they never won
Those eyes that mirrored a fear
And green guts strewn on grass
There laid the rare sable
Its life gone too soon
Its population less down by one
In the midst of the quiet Shimba.
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Oh dear dead sable antelope
Your race is now endangered on earth
Your species is constantly attacked
Even men poach you for meat!
And your home is reduced by deforestation
They forget your race is so rare.
I stand atop the hills of Shimba
To shout one big message for all
Let’s protect and celebrate the Sable antelope
It’s the gem of Kwale County
Endemic, meaning only found in Kwale
And in Shimba Hills.

SHIMBA HILLS NATIONAL RESERVE
Where?
33km from Mombasa and 15km from the coast.
Landscape
Coastal rainforest, woodland and grassland.
Hotspot for Plant Biodiversity
Over 50% of the 159 rare plants in Kenya
are found in the Shimba Hills, including
some endangered species of cycad and
orchids.
It is also a nationally important site for birds
and butterflies.
Mammals
About 700 elephants. Next door to the reserve
is the Mwaluganje elephant sanctuary that
provides a route for elephants to leave the park.
Shimba Hills is the only home of Sable
Antelope. There are about 100 alive today and
threatened by snares laid out for bushmeat and
natural predators.
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